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Introduction 

• In the presence of massless and minimally coupled scalar fields in 
accelerating universes, quantum fluctuations at super-horizon scales 
make physical quantities growing with time   

 

• From a semiclassical view point, it was proposed that such IR effects 
are well-described by a Langevin equation 

 

• In de Sitter space, the stochastic approach has been proved to be 
equivalent to resummation of leading powers of the growing time 
dependences 

 

• We extend these investigations in a general accelerating universe 
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Review 

New results,  
Improvements 
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Leading IR effects 



Resummation formula ’05 N. C. Tsamis,  
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Free scalar field in Accelerating universe  
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Scaling law breaking 
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In interacting field theories (ii) 



Leading IR effects 
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Naive extension of semiclassical description 



Improved semiclassical description 
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Integration at each vertex 



Resummation formula 



Generalized semiclassical description 



Summary 

• In accelerating universes, the increase of d. o. f. at super-horizon scales 
makes physical quantities growing with time through the propagator of 
a massless, minimally coupled scalar field 

 

• In order to evaluate the IR effects nonperturbatively, we extended the 
resummation formula of the leading IR effects in a general accelerating 
universe 

 

• The resulting equation is given by a Langevin eq. with a white noise,  
each coefficient of which is modified by the slow-roll parameter 

 

• If we adopt a time coordinate as its friction coefficient is constant, the 
semiclassical description of the scalar field leads to the same equation 


